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Review of last meeting



What do we mean by “assessment”?

BUT WE ALSO CARE ABOUT THE WHY…



Multiple assessments

Summative Interim Formative Diagnostic

• Used to make final 
judgements about 
students’ achievement, 
usually after instruction

e.g. end of course 
assessments, Smarter 

Balanced

• Opportunities to gauge 
student learning after 
additional feedback/ 
instruction, 

e.g. MAP, DCAS Winter, 
district common 

assessments 

• Used to assess where 
students are in learning 
particular objectives, 
usually during 
instruction

e.g. Teacher-made tasks

• Used to pre-assess
students’ knowledge of 
content or readiness for 
learning objectives

e.g. STAR, Scholastic 
Phonics or Reading 

Inventory



Which of these is most important for improving teaching and learning?



Revisit the comprehensive framework

So what 
assessments do 
we really need?

And how many?

And when?



Takeaways



How to * assessment concerns + 
address '"miss-information"

How to ensure assessments achieve 
their stated purpose?

It's like prunes - (3) enough? Are 
(6) too many? How much testing is 
RIGHT?



Review of inventory framework

More at www.achieve.org



The tool supports a process by which districts evaluate the assessments students are taking, determine the 
minimum testing necessary to serve essential diagnostic, instructional and accountability purposes, and work 
to ensure that every district-mandated test is of high quality, is providing the information needed for specific 
school and district purposes, and is supported by structures and routines so that assessment results are 
actually used and action steps taken that will help students.

How have states used the Assessment Inventory Tool already?

Several states have adapted Achieve's assessment inventory and supported districts in examining local 
assessment systems. Some examples include:

• The Connecticut State Department of Education provided approximately 50 grants to districts to engage in 
an assessment inventory process by summer 2015. 

• The Illinois State Board of Education adapted the assessment inventory and provided assessment inventory 
training materials, and developed modules on assessment literacy.



How we make sense of these inventories

▪ What is in the inventories

▪ Handout on assessment inventory analysis 

▪ Today: hear district and state perspectives on process



Sample inventory

WHAT



Process for analysis

1. The most important way to first analyze the information collected through the 
inventory process is to develop a student-level perspective on the assessments 
students are taking. One way of doing this is to look at all of the assessments that a 
student takes while they are in a particular grade level, or grade band (e.g., grades K-
5). You can then look at any additional assessments that students may be taking based 
on particular needs and characteristics. The district should also answer these questions 
for other select grade levels or grade bands depending on the district’s goals (e.g., to 
address concerns throughout K-12, or to address testing in high school). 



Process for analysis

2. A next level of analysis is to identify the assessments that appear to be ones that the 
district will continue to administer, and clarify if any of these assessments do need any 
changes to ensure they are helpful for their intended uses. 

3. The next step is to identify the assessments that seem to be on the table for 
elimination or significant changes. 

4. The last step is more detailed analysis to help districts start building toward 
recommendations. As districts reach this point, it will be crucial for them to 
reengage with teachers, parents, students or others who deeply informed the 
inventory process to review potential options and decision points. 



Let’s do some listening…



Bringing it back to the 
analysis



1. Look at all the assessments students 
are taking at grade levels and for 
particular needs.

2. Clarify if any assessments need 
changes to ensure they are helpful for 
their intended uses.

3. What seems to be on the table for 
elimination or significant changes?

4. Move to recommendation process 
(later).



Discussion



Next time

▪ Review what we’ve learned about state inventories

▪ Introduce district inventories and summary analysis

▪ Discussion of district inventories and needs

▪ Plan for session to make recommendations



Before we wrap up…
2 charts for your comments/post-its

what we still want to know/address about state inventories, 
what questions/issues you are concerned about with district inventories


